
New Parking System - FAQ’S 
 
Have the rules for parking at the University sites changed?  
No, the criteria for parking permits remains exactly the same. The new parking system looks 
and feels a little different, however the information gathered in order to identify successful 
applicants has not changed. 
 
Will I still get a permit to display in my vehicle?  
No, permits are now “virtual”. Authorised vehicles will be registered online and an automatic 
number plate recognition process will be in place to identify permit holders vehicles while 
parked within University areas. 
 
I have a “B” pay-as-you-go permit. What do I have to do when I wish to park?  
“B” permit holders will apply as normal for an annual permit. If successful, users must buy 
virtual vouchers in place of the old scratchcards. These are issued in blocks of 10 and can 
be activated within seconds from the users account on any day they wish to park.  
 
What if I don’t have access to a computer? 
The Parking Office staff are able to assist users who have no way of accessing a PC or 
Smartphone. There will be a tablet placed at the Parking Office for any users to make use of, 
should they require. 
 
Will the dates for permit issue and application change? 
No, the timescales for applications and permit issue will remain the same. 
 
Will anything change in the way I have to apply for a permit? 
There will be some differences to the application process to improve efficiency and ensure 
fairness. Documents to support answers provided may be required in some cases e.g. proof 
of address and appropriate insurance cover for business use of private vehicles. 
 
What if I have multiple vehicles? 
You may still register up to three vehicles on one permit. The rule remains the same that you 
can only park one vehicle on site at any time.   
 
Can I purchase half day vouchers? 
Yes, you can apply for a half day permit type for any four hour period in any day if you only 
park half a day. 
 
I have moved house, do I have to inform you? 
Your online account can be updated at any time, if your personal details change you can 
update these very quickly and easily yourself. If you have any issues please contact the 
Parking Office.  
 
Why can’t I pay by Direct Debit anymore? 
Direct Debits are no longer an efficient way for the Parking Office to collect payments. The 
set-up is time consuming and open to error. There is no way to ensure payment agreements 
are not cancelled without our knowledge and ensure parking permits are cancelled in time 
and re-issued to those who need them. This can result in loss of revenue and inefficient 
management of the parking permit system.   
 
Why are you asking for Proof Documents such as Business, Home Address and 
Mobility? 
The criteria in place is strict and proof is required in order to ensure fairness and consistency 
in issuing of permits to those who have the greatest requirement to commute to the 



University by private vehicle. Submission of proof ensures fairness to all applicants bidding 
for a parking permit against the criteria. 
 
How likely am I to get a permit? 
There is no change to the criteria in place. It is always our hope that we are able to ensure 
those with little or no other option to drive to their place of work or study can continue to be 
able to do so. 
 
Am I still able to buy scratchcards as I have done previously? 
The scratchcard system is being replaced with a “virtual” day permit system. You will be 
required to log on to your account and activate a pre-purchased voucher on any day or half-
day you wish to park. 
 
How do I apply for a staff or student permit? 

Please visit: https://permits.paysmarti.co.uk/acct/uniofedinburgh to register and apply for a 

parking permit. 

 
How do I apply for a Contractor permit?  

Please visit: https://permits.paysmarti.co.uk/acct/uniofedinburghother/ to register and apply 

for a parking permit. 

Can I purchase a one day voucher? 
Yes, please visit: https://permits.paysmarti.co.uk/acct/uniofedinburgh to register and 
purchase a day permit for non-essential users. 
 
I am a Blue Badge Holder, what option do I select? 
Please visit: https://permits.paysmarti.co.uk/acct/uniofedinburgh to register and apply for a 
parking permit 
 
Can I get refund if vouchers no longer required? 
As a general rule vouchers are non-refundable so please only purchase the amount you 
need. Special consideration will be given in extenuating circumstances.  
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